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BACKLASH
Commentary from the
Board of Directors
-By John Wetlaufer, Sr.

OCTOBER PROGRAM

“WHAT’S NEW IN MARINE ELECTRONICS”

The speaker at the October 22, 2013 Membership Meet-
ing will be Steve Lane, Electronics Manager at Green Top.  
Steve will give a talk about what is the latest marine elec-
tronic gear available for the sport angler.    Steve will have 
examples with him of the newer Lowrance sonar and GPS 
units.  Bring your need-to-get lists and your questions 
about marine electronics.  You may hear about an item that 
would fit in that empty corner of your center console.

NEWEST VAC MEMBER – JOE LOVASZ, SR.

Joe Lovasz, Sr. was voted into Membership in the Virginia An-
glers Club on September 24th, 2013.  Joe Sr. joins Joe Lovasz, 
Jr., his son, who himself is a 2013 New Member of the Club.  
More about Joe, Sr. is found on page 5 of this Angler.  

TWO TOURNAMENTS LEFT IN THE 
VAC ANGLING YEAR 

Next Tournament - Virginia Speckled Trout
(October 26th and 27th - Blow Dates Nov. 2nd and 3rd)
A write-up with details for this tournament can be found on page 
8 of this issue of The Angler

James River VA (Chippokes Creek) Gar
(November 23-24 (no blow date)
Details coming in the November Angler.

A REMINDER FOR NEW MEMBERS

The 2013 Angling Year Closes on November 30, 2013.  Entry 
Cards must be received no later than 21 days after the date of the 
catch.  To be considered for 2013 Angling Awards, the dead-
line for receipt of Entry Cards is December 10th.   The “date 
of receipt” is the postmark on a mailed entry card or the date a 
director or officer of the VAC is given a card. 

Fall run is here!!!
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10TH ANNUAL CNR MEMORIAL ROCKFISH 
TOURNAMENT (NOVEMBER 23RD)

You may remember the “How to Catch Rockfish” program 
presented at the September VAC Membership Meeting by 
Capt. Ryan Rogers, owner of Midnight Sun Charters.  Ryan 
mentioned this is an annual tournament put on in memory of 
his brother, Casey Neal Rogers, who passed away in 2003 in 
an automobile accident.  This local tournament raises money 
for scholarships, and helps the Fairfield’s Volunteer Fire 
Department.  Proceeds go to the CNR Memorial Scholarship 
Fund, that provides a baseball/softball/football scholarship 
to a deserving Northumberland High School senior who 
possesses many of Casey’s qualities, plays baseball/softball/
football for Northumberland, has at least a “B” average, and 
plans to attend a four-year university.  For more details about 
the entry fee, tournament events, Calcutta and weigh in loca-
tions, please see the entry form on page 6 of this issue of The 
Angler.  The link to the tournament is:  www.cnrtournament.
com.

LAST CALL – ANGLING RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTIONS

The VAC Angling Rules Committee will be meeting soon to 
work on any rule changes that they thing are needed or that 
are suggested by any Member Year.  Contact any member 
and let them know if you want a change in the Angling 
Rules discussed.  Changes in Angling Rules, if any, will be 
announced at the November 24th Membership Meeting and 
covered in The Angler.  

To date, no suggestions have been received.  Please do not 
wait any longer to turn your suggestions loose.

The members of the Committee, Chaired by Stuart Lee, are 
ready to take any comments members might have.  The other 
members are Bill Duval, Glenn Carter, Buddy and Danny 
Noland and Billy Nicar.  

SPECIAL RAFFLE WON BY SAL PALUSO

Sal was the lucky winner of the September raffle of a “Buff” 
multifunctional headwear and the fishing guide, The Ultimate 
Fly Fishing Guide – Guide to the Great Smokey Mountains.  
The proceeds of the raffle were included in a donation by 
the VAC that will support the classes titled “Beau’s Crown 
Grant Class” that August speaker Beau Beasley is presenting 
around the Commonwealth. 

CALL FOR CALENDER MONEY 
NOT TURNED IN

Please send Don West any outstanding payments you have 
for the calendars you picked up on credit.  The Club needs to 
wrap up the accounting for this program promptly.
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2014 DGIF OUTDOOR CALENDARS AVAILABLE
 AT OCTOBER MEETING

Special Activities Chairman Don West will have the last 30 copies 
of the 2014 DGIF Outdoor Calendars at the October Membership 
Meeting.  The selling price remains the same as last year…. $8.00 
each.   Please have your customers lined up and see Don for how-
ever many calendars you need.  Generous terms are available for 
multiple copy “orders”.  Pay by cash or check.

CAN’T MAKE THE OCTOBER MEETING 
TO GET CALENDERS?

HOME DELIVERY AVAILABLE!
Don West will personally deliver to you any number of 2014 
DGIF Outdoor Calendars you will need for your sales.  Call Don 
at his office at 371-6748 or his home at 897-8723 and let him 
know how many copies of the calendars you will need.  Don will 
gladly deliver the number of calendars you need to your home, 
your business or where ever else it will be convenient for you to 
pick calendars up from Don.  At this late date, please have the 
proper funds available to give Don at the time of delivery.

COUNTRY STORE CLOSED FOR OCTOBER MEM-
BERSHIP MEETING

Even though October is an even numbered month, the Country 
Store will not be open at the October Membership Meeting.  The 
Store will be open at the November Meeting, time last the Store 
will be open in 2013.

If you have a special need for an item from the Country Store that 
you cannot be present to pick out of stock, please contact Store-
keeper Eddy Johnston (fishead55@hotmail.com) and arrange a 
special pick up.

STEP UP AND HELP LEAD 
THE VIRGINIA ANGLERS CLUB

Our club just does not happen.  A group of twenty-two (22) 
volunteer Members, some elected by the membership) form the 
Leadership Team of the Virginia Anglers Club.  Some jobs require 
attending the monthly Board of Directors’ Meeting (2nd Tuesday 
of each month) and other have attendance that is “seasonal” (e.g. 
Banquet Chairman and Surf Team Captain).  No prior experience 
is needed; just an interest and commitment to help the VAC offer 
the diverse programs and activities it provides to the Membership.

If you are interested in stepping forward for consideration to be 
part of the Leadership Team, please let President Glenn Carter 
know at:  glennfishes@gmail.com
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THE ETHANOL DEBATE

LEAVE YOUR TANK FULL OR EMPTY 
OVER THE WINTER?

Odds are that you are thinking, “Man, here we go 
again; same old debate that will never end”.  Member 
Bob Brown, the VAC’s semi-official wizard of the 
outboard motor, has provided a good commentary on 
the subject of what to do with fuel while your boat 
is stored in a fancy storage facility or just sitting idle 
in your drive way collecting leaves and spiders.  The 
write up from the October 2013 issue of Seaworthy is 
reproduced on page 7 of this issue of The Angler.  

Bottom line, if you can remove all fuel, do it com-
pletely (tank, fuel lines, filter and engine) and do it 
safely.  If you cannot remove the fuel, then fill the 
tank, stabilize the fuel in the tank and then run the 
stabilized fuel all thru the fuel system and engine.  
A ten minute run of the engine should get stabilized 
fuel all thru your fuel system and engine.  Alcohol 
and water is not a good mix for anything associated 
with boating, except at the dock at the end of the day 
when poured over ice and enjoyed while cleaning the 
day’s magnificent catch.  

ANGLING-THEMED ART 
OFFERED FOR SALE

Member Jim Sheffield is selling six pieces of art.  
Two wall hangings feature a cluster of three sailfish 
in color and a leaping school of dolphin in pewter.  
The four signed, limited edition prints featured are:

“Fog Over Bloody Point” by John Barber (730/950)
“Smokers” by Randall McKissick (81/150)
“Top Billing” by John Doyle (19/199)
“At Oyster Bar-Red Drum” by Russ Smiley (95/500)

Colored pictures of these six items and pricing can be 
viewed at:

http://www.virginiaanglersclub.org/downloads/VAC-
Sheffield-Prints-4Sale.pdf

Jim can be reached on his cell phone: 804-938-6560

HUMOR FROM THE TACKLE BOX

“Men and fish are alike.  They both get into trouble 
when they open their mouths.”  ~Author Unknown

For The Leadership Team
John Wetlaufer, Sr., Secretary

“Catchy Comments”
By Billy Nicar  

  
  Well…  It is officially striper season.  You don’t have 
  to own a calendar or a copy of VMRC’s annual regu-
lations to know that the season has opened.  Just look outside.  Rain, 
wind, cooler temperatures, and fog are all signal that it is time.  I’ve 
heard that there are some fish to be caught…  If the wind would lie 
down.  From October 04, 2013 through December 31, 2013 there is a 
two fish limit.  Fish kept can measure from 18” to 28” in length.  One 
of the two fish can exceed 28” in length.  Go get ‘em boys!  Just don’t 
forget the Old Bay seasoning and lemon.

I would like to state that I have made a few mistakes in the last 
publication.  I am still trying to learn this process and apologize for 
any inconvenience that this may have caused.  I mistakenly added 
Raymond Nuckols’ release tarpon, worth 86 points, as the “Heaviest” 
and “Highest Points” for the species. I also did the same for Andrew 
Campbell’s 90 point cobia.  These entries were not valid due to a 100 
point minimum entry requirement.  Andrew Campbell’s 4 pound, 3 
ounce northern pike will also be removed as the “Heaviest” for the 
species as will Sal Peluso’s entry for the “Highest Points” for north-
ern pike as these categories are reserved for local catches only.  Valid 
entries or not, these are some fish to be extremely proud of.  Great fish 
guys!

On September 15th, Bobby Broughton found himself fishing with 
Stuart Lee for smallmouth bass on the New River in Virginia.  While 
casting an artificial fluke on 6# spinning tackle, Bobby landed a 1 
pound, 12 ounce smallmouth bass worth 100 points.  This smallmouth 
earned Bobby enough points to take second place in the “Angler of the 
Month” competition at September’s meeting.  Meanwhile, a couple 
hundred miles away on Hungers Creek, Bob Shepherd is casting a 
Mirro Lure She Dog when he hooks into a 4 pound, 8 ounce spotted 
seatrout.  Bob’s catch, made on 4# plug tackle, earns him 225 points 
for the catch and the first place position for September’s “Angler of 
the Month” competition.

Robbie Robinson and Jeff Doughty 
with some nice Black Sea Bass
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Danny, Buddy & Ryan Noland
43lb citation, 23lb and 25 lb wahoos

Jeff Doughty submitted a pair of cards this month.  
Both of the entries were caught the same day while 
fishing the Piankatank River with his friend Jeff 
Clodfelter on September 27th.  Jeff’s first catch 
was a white perch weighing in at 15 ounces and 
worth 170 points on 6# plug tackle.  This fish will 
now stand as the club record on 6# plug tackle and 
“Heaviest” for the species in the 2013 fishing year.  
That same day Jeff landed a 12 ounce spot on live 
bait which he entered into the 6# general tackle 
class.  This fish will earn Jeff 129 points for the 
catch, as well as, the title of “Heaviest” and “High-
est Points” for the species.  Nice job Jeff!

Keep the entries coming!  As the temperatures get 
cooler, the fishing gets hotter.  
  
Please let me know if you have any fun, exciting, 
informational, or scary fish tales from your recent 
trips out.  I would love to include them in future 
newsletters.  Any recent fishing reports or condi-
tions would be greatly appreciated as well.  I can 
be contacted via phone, email, or text.  My contact 
info is listed below.  As always, tight lines and best 
fishes!  
         
Contact Info:

Billy Nicar
1729 Naselle Lane
Henrico, VA 23228
Email – BILLYGREENTOP@YAHOO.com
Work – (804) 550-2188,  Ext.# 118
Cell – (804) 366-2473

Keeping it reel, 
 
Billy

Mike Cline with some 
nice Black Sea Bass
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MEET NEW MEMBER JOE LOVASZ, SR.

Joe Sr.’s early angling experience 
included mating on his New Jersey 
neighbor’s head boat to pay for col-
lege.  Joe Sr. had a 32 year career with 
Allied Signal/Honeywell and retired 
from the latter.  His moves with the 
companies presented him with fish-
ing opportunities in North Carolina, 
Louisiana and finally Virginia.  Joe Sr. 
then started a financial consulting busi-
ness and retired from that after 9 years 
of creating millions for his clients.  Joe 
Sr.’s present angling enjoyment comes 
from angling for flounder and striped 
bass.   Having saturated Joe Jr. with 
his fishing knowledge and skills, Joe 
Sr. has grandchildren to bring along as 
skilled anglers.  

Joe Sr.’s boat is a Jupiter 26 Center 
Console.  When he and Joe, Jr. drove 
down to Ft. Lauderdale to pick up the 
new boat and do sea trials, the dealer 
offered to take the Joes fishing as part 
of the break in of the new boat.  The 

Joes and the dealer spent a half of a day catching dolphin and getting to know their new boat.  How is that for a full ser-
vice dealer?  Joe Sr. is now well equipped to pursuer his angling preferences, fishing the Chesapeake Bay and wetting line 
off shore from Virginia and North Carolina.

The Lovaszes With A Couple of Nice Dolphin Off Fort Lauderdale, 
FL.  New Member Joe Sr. is on Right; Joe Jr. is on the Left

DAVID K. WHITEHURST, DIRECTOR, VDGIF BUREAU OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES AWARDED 
THE SETH GORDON AWARD

David K. Whitehurst, Director, VDGIF Bureau of Wildlife Resources, 
has been awarded the Seth Gordon Award at the Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies’ (AFWA) 103rd Annual Meeting held September 10th 
in Portland, Oregon. The Seth Gordon Award is AFWA’s highest honor. 
Established in 1970, it is given to recognize the lifetime achievements of 
natural resource administrators who have worked steadfastly and effec-
tively towards the ‘best use’ of North American natural resources, and 
to honor an individual for his/her outstanding career in fish and wildlife 
conservation. “It’s a great honor for the Department to see David recog-
nized by the country’s leading wildlife professionals for his years of hard 
work and his passion for protecting and conserving Virginia’s rich wildlife 
and natural resources,” said VDGIF Executive Director, Bob Duncan. 
“David’s contributions to fish and wildlife management have made a huge 
impact on the lives of everyone who cherish the outdoors and on the thou-
sands of species of animals that thrive in the Commonwealth.”
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LEAVE YOUR TANK FULL OR EMPTY OVER THE WINTER?

Ever since E10 (a gasoline blend with 10 percent ethanol) became 
widespread, there have been two schools of thought when it comes 
to winterizing your boat: Keep the tank full, or empty it completely.  
Both sides agree on the basic facts. Ethanol is hydrophilic — it 
attracts and holds water. Small amounts of water will be burned in 
the combustion cycle, but ethanol can only absorb so much water. 
When it becomes completely saturated, phase separation occurs, 
and the corrosive ethanol-water mixture sinks to the bottom of the 
tank. If the engine is run, this mixture can damage seals, O-rings, 
injectors, and other delicate engine parts. The upper “gasoline” 
layer will be depleted of ethanol and have a reduced octane level, 
which can also cause engine problems. If a tank is left partially full, 

there is more room in the tank, which means more surface area for condensation formation and less ethanol to absorb the 
resulting water. Cycling temperatures from warm to cold also increases the amount of condensation. Finally, ethanol can-
not absorb as much water at low temperatures as it can when it’s warmer, so the gasoline will phase separate more quickly 
in colder temperatures.
The obvious answer is to completely empty the tank — and even the fuel lines and filters if possible. But any boat owner 
with a gas tank capacity of more than a few gallons will tell you how problematic it is to completely drain it, and some in-
door storage facilities don’t allow empty tanks because they may contain volatile fumes (usually there is an exception for 
portable tanks that are empty and uncapped). USCG regulations prohibit drain valves on the bottom of a gas tank (imagine 
what would happen if one corroded through or broke off, leaving a bilge full of gasoline) so the only way to remove gas 
from a large tank is by pumping it out. Too many of our claim files prove that using something like a shop vac to do the 
job will land you in the hospital. Finding ignition-protected equipment and transporting and disposing of the gas afterward 
is simply not practical for the average boat owner.
That’s why Seaworthy has always been in the keep-it-full camp. We are, after all, boat owners, so we’re forced to take 
our own advice. If it’s impractical or impossible to empty the tank completely, then keeping it full should make it more 
difficult for enough water to get into the fuel to cause problems. But just in case we missed something, we asked some 
industry experts for their thoughts on the subject.
Bob Popiel, head of marine service at Yamaha, said his preference is complete draining of the fuel system including tank, 
fuel lines, carburetor bowls, and the vapor separator tank (VST). VSTs, he says, can hold a cup of fuel and they’re vented 
to the atmosphere, as are carburetor bowls. The VST has a drain, but it is hard to access for a typical owner, while on older 
engines, carburetor bowls have drains that most people can get to, he says. Draining the system is even more important on 
older engines (10-15 years old) because they don’t have the same ethanol-resistant parts that new engines do. That said, 
Popiel knows that draining the whole fuel system is often difficult, so another option is to simply disconnect the fuel sup-
ply and let the engine run out of fuel, which will at least drain most of the gas from the VST or float bowls. If you choose 
not to drain the system, he recommends adding a good quality stabilizer to fuel, topping up the tank, and running the 
engine enough to get fuel all the way through the system. Ten minutes ought to do it, he says.
John McKnight, director of environmental and safety compliance with the National Marine Manufacturers Association, 
says, if you’re storing gasoline for two months or more, try to drain the tank if possible. If it’s not practical, add stabilizer, 
fill the tank, and run the engine for 10 minutes to allow the treated gasoline to get into the fuel system.
Mercury Marine says that if it is difficult or not possible to remove the fuel, maintain a full tank of fuel with a fuel sta-
bilizer added to provide fuel stability and corrosion protection. Top off the tank until it’s full to reduce the amount of 
exchange with the air that might bring in condensation, don’t cap the tank vent, and don’t fill with fuel to the point of 
overflowing so there is some extra space in the tank to allow for fuel expansion and contraction with temperature changes.
So there you have it. If you can empty your tank — and entire fuel system — for the winter and your storage facility 
allows it, then do it. But where that’s impractical, keep the tank full, add a stabilizer, run the engine for 10 minutes, and 
sleep well.
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Tournament News
By Lee Rothgeb

Virginia Speckled Trout Tournament: October 26-27
(blow date following weekend)

Note: No tournament fishing inside private “hot ditch”.

Our tourney will be at a peak time for big fall spotted sea trout in Vir-
ginia. All state waters are open, but many will fish the Elizabeth River. 
The most popular location will be at the Chesapeake Yacht Ramp ($10 
fee – honor box at ramp plus ramp user registration required), 1700 Ship-
yard Road in Chesapeake VA. (see map). For a ramp permit contact Kim 
757-487-9100. These fish can be caught on many artificials, but floating 
live baits under corks or slow trolling are arguably the most productive 
methods for the heaviest trout. For light tackle points - various soft plastic 
baits and mirro-lures are effective on light spinning and plug gear. This 
launch is very easy to get to and fish in any trailerable boat or even jon 
boats and kayaks. If you have not tried it before, be sure to plan on fish-
ing and learning with us. Contact Chairman to confirm event if weather is 
questionable.

Two ways to win! We will recognize three places for heaviest weight fish 
and three places for highest point fish. First = 3 pts.     Second = 2 pts.    
Third = 1 pt. These points will apply towards the annual Salt Water Tour-
nament Angler of the Year competition. Fish can be entered by weight or 
points (angler must declare which category) but not both ways for 1 fish. 
Only 2 fish can be entered per person.

You can register your catches by calling or e-mail entries to Angling Ac-
tivities Chairman Lee Rothgeb:  (804) 314-2990 or garbakk1021@aol.com
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Good advice to all anglers
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SPECIES   ANGLER                   WEIGHT LN DIV. PTS DATE LOCATION  BAIT
 
          

2013 SPECIES LEADERS - SALTWATER

AMBERJACK, GREATER B Broughton 18-8 12 Plug 123 07/05/13 Oregon Inlet, NC  Bucktail 
BASS, STRIPED  F. Cousins 45-0 4 Gen 750 12/17/12 Chesapeak Bay, VA Live Eel
COBIA   A. Campbell 18-0 20 Fly 90 07/08/13 York Spit Cannel  Baitfish Pattern 
CROAKER  RJ Brown  1-4 2 Spin 186 06/24/13 York River, VA Jig 
DRUM, BLACK   B Shepherd 42-0 30 Surf 350 4/26/13 Barrier Islands, VA  Peeler Crab
DRUM, RED   Robbie Robinson 55-0 8 Plug 687 07/21/13 CBBT   Jig / Gulp
FLOUNDER, SUMMER L Huss  4-3 12 Gen 104 06/21/13 Lynnhaven Inlet, VA Gulp/Mullet Combo
SEATROUT, SPOTTED Robbie Robinson 8-0 2 Spin 533 5/26/13 Mobjack Bay, VA  Jig-Jerk Bait
SPOT   J Doughty 0-12 6 Gen 129 09/27/13 Piankatank River, VA Live Bait   
 

2013 SPECIES LEADERS - FRESHWATER

BASS, LARGEMOUTH B Shepherd 3-10 2 Spin 241 3/11/13 Private Pond, VA  Grub
CATFISH, BLUE  RJ Brown 43-0 8 Gen 361 4/3/13 James River, VA  Cut Bait
CATFISH, FLATHEAD L Rothgeb 26-0 20 Gen 154 4/10/13 James River, VA  Cut Bait
CRAPPIE, ALL  M Cline  1-11 2 Plug 267 1/12/13 Chickahominy River, VA Blade Bait
MUSKELLUNGE, ALL A. Campbell 12-0 20 Fly 113 08/18/13 New River  Musky Fly 
PERCH, WHITE  F Cousins 0-12 2 Spin 197 07/10/13 East River  Grub 
PERCH, YELLOW  RJ Brown 1-1 2 Spin 279 1/22/13 Chickahominy River, VA Grub Tail
PICKERAL, CHAIN  M Cline  4-10 2 Plug 462 2/2/13 Chickahominy River, VA Blade Bait
SHAD, AMERICAN  M Kodroff 3-12 4 Spin 224 3/21/13 Tar River, NC  Dart
SHAD, HICKORY  R Choi  2-2 4 Fly 252 3/24/13 James River, VA  Shad Fly
SUNFISH, ALL  JP Rountrey 0-10 2 Fly 208 4/17/13 Private Pond, VA  Shad Fly
SUNFISH, REDEAR W Nicar  1-4 4 Gen 125 5/23/13 Lake Prince, VA  Night Crawler

TROUT, BROOK   D Nobles  0-15 2 Fly 133 5/24/13 Spring Creek, VA  Nymph

2013 DIVISION LEADERS - SALTWATER

SEATROUT, SPOTTED Robbie Robinson 8-0 2 Spin 533 5/26/13 Mobjack Bay, VA  Jig-Jerk Bait 
SEATROUT, SPOTTED F. Cousins 4-2 2 Spin 275 12/28/12 Elizabeth River, VA  Mirrolure
SEATROUT, SPOTTED S. Lee  4-12 8 Plug 158 12/4/12 James River, VA  Zoom Cluke
SEATROUT, SPOTTED S. Lee  5-0 8 Fly 208 12/24/12 James River, VA  Half and Half
BASS, STRIPED  F. Cousins 45-0 4 Gen 750 12/17/12 Chesapeak Bay, VA  Live Eel
DRUM, BLACK   B Shepherd 42-0 30 Surf 350 4/26/13 Barrier Islands, VA  Peeler Crab

2013 DIVISION LEADERS - FRESHWATER
 
PERCH, YELLOW  RJ Brown  1-1 2 Spin 279 1/22/13 Chickahominy River, VA Grub Tail
PICKERAL, CHAIN  M Cline  4-10 2 Plug 462 2/2/13 Chickahominy River, VA Blade Bait
SHAD, HICKORY  R Choi  2-2 4 Fly 252 3/24/13 James River, VA  Shad Fly
PERCH, YELLOW  JP Rountrey 1-3 2 Gen 252 1/20/13 Chickahominy River, VA Live Minnow

VIRGINIA ANGLERS CLUB - 9/10/13

2013 SPECIES LEADERS LARGEST - 
SALTWATER 

AMBERJACK, GREATER B Broughton 18-8 
BASS, STRIPED  F. Cousins 45-0
CROAKER  Robbie Robinson 1-5
COBIA   A. Campbell 18-0
DRUM, BLACK   B Shepherd 42-0
DRUM, RED   Robbie Robinson 55-0
FLOUNDER, SUMMER B Schepker 6-14
SEATROUT, SPOTTED Robbie Robinson 8-0 
SPOT   J Doughty 0-12

2013 SPECIES LEADERS LARGEST - 
FRESHWATER 

BASS, LARGEMOUTH B Shepherd 8-4
CATFISH, BLUE  RJ Brown  43-0
CATFISH, FLATHEAD L Rothgeb 26-0
CRAPPIE, ALL  M Cline  1-11
MUSKELLUNGE, ALL A. Campbell 12-0
PERCH, WHITE  J Doughty 0-15
PERCH, YELLOW  JP Rountrey 1-3
PICKERAL, CHAIN  M Cline  4-10
SHAD, AMERICAN  M Kodroff  3-12
SHAD, HICKORY  JH Sheffield 2-6
SUNFISH, ALL  RJ Brown  0-12
SUNFISH, REDEAR W Nicar  1-4
TROUT, BROOK   D Nobles  0-15
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SPECIES   ANGLER                   WEIGHT LN DIV. PTS DATE LOCATION  BAIT
 
          

VIRGINIA ANGLERS CLUB - 9/10/13

NEW CLUB RECORDS - SALTWATER

SEATROUT, SPOTTED S. Lee  4-12 8 Plug 158 12/4/12 James River, VA  Zoom Cluke
SEATROUT, SPOTTED S. Lee  5-0 8 Fly 208 12/24/12 James River, VA  Half and Half
BASS, STRIPED  F. Cousins 45-0 4 Gen 750 12/17/12 Chesapeak Bay, VA  Live Eel
MACKEREL, CERO  JP Rountrey 9-0 20 Gen 120 1/15/13 Fort Lauderdale, FL  Live Bait   
DRUM, BLACK   B Shepherd 42-0 30 Surf 350 4/26/13 Barrier Islands, VA  Peeler Crab
SEATROUT, SPOTTED L Allen  7-9 4 Gen 302 06/30/13 Fleets Bay, VA  Live Minnow

NEW CLUB RECORDS - FRESHWATER

PICKERAL, CHAIN  M Cline  4-10 2 Plug 462 2/2/13 Chickahominy River, VA Blade Bait  
BASS, LARGEMOUTH A Campbell 7-8 12 Fly 234 2/9/13 Private Lake, VA  Half & Half Clouser 
CATFISH, FLATHEAD L Rothgeb 26-0 20 Gen 154 4/10/13 James River, VA  Cut Bait

HIGHEST POINT NON-LOCAL CATCHES - SALTWATER
MACKEREL, CERO  JP Rountrey 9-0 20 Gen 120 1/15/13 Fort Lauderdale, FL  Live Bait
SEATROUT, SPOTTED D. Nobles  3-12 8 Spin 125 4/15/13 Mosquito Lagoon, FL DOA Plastic

ANGLER         FIRSTS      SECONDS      THIRDS       PLACES        POINTS  AVERAGE
      
Bob Brown  4  1  1  6  1397  232
Bob Shepherd  1  0  1  2  516  258
Parks Rountrey  0  2  0  2  460  230
Fred Cousins  0  1  0  1  248  248
Andrew Campbell  1  0  1  1  234  234
Billy Nicar   0  0  1  1  147  147
Lee Huss   0  1  0  0  104  104

2013 C.V. KINNARD AWARD COMPETITION - THRU 6/10/13



NEXT MEETING:
Tuesday, October 22nd at DGIF Headquaurters


